Subtraction of in-phase and opposed-phase images in dynamic MR mammography.
To develop and to evaluate an advanced image acquisition and analysis method for collecting T(1)-weighted dynamic 3D MR mammography data sets by using a combined in-phase (IP) and opposed-phase (OP) imaging procedure. 3D MR mammography data sets were acquired by applying an interleaved gradient-echo OP and IP imaging sequence during administration of contrast agent. A phantom data set, two volunteer breast data sets, and six patient breast data sets were recorded. Subtraction of dynamic in-phase magnitude images was performed for clinical assessment. In addition, the magnitude subtraction (SIPOP) as well as the complex subtraction (cSIPOP) of the IP and OP magnitude and phase images were considered. The detection of small lesions, lesion boundaries, and tumor offshoots in fatty tissue was improved by the subtraction of IP and OP images without the risk of signal cancellation due to partial volume effects. Dynamic MR mammography acquisition of IP and OP images in combination with appropriate data processing yields important supplementary information that can support routinely applied diagnostics of breast lesions that are fully embedded in fatty tissue by only marginally increasing acquisition time.